BoF on RDM Literacy – Steps forward

- BoF on RDM Literacy at RDA8 Plenary (Denver, Sep 2016) – Objectives
  
  
  1. Gather individuals interested in defining reference/model RDM training curriculum
  2. Create community agreed reference RDM curricula that can be customised for specific scientific domains and localised to country’s local research infrastructure
  3. Create a set of reference templates and materials that can used by educators and trainers
  4. Potentially create a network volunteer trainers

- Outcome and follow on
  - RDA9 BoF was not decisive – no strong consensus reached
  - Strong need for harmonizing RDM training remains
  - Creating repository of templates and reference training materials to facilitate RDM training inclusion into curricula

- Steps forward
  - Extend scope/title – **RDM curriculum harmonisation**
  - Write WG Case Statement and submit to TAB
  - Find chairs willing to run WG